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Activity Six
Renewable and Nonrenewable Energy Sources

In this activity, you will learn more about a renewable energy source and a

nonrenewable energy source.  

Choose one renewable energy source from the list on the left that you would like to 

learn more about.  Choose one nonrenewable energy source from the list on the right 

that you would like to learn more about.

 Renewable Energy Sources Nonrenewable Energy Sources

 Wood Coal

 Wind Oil

 Solar Natural Gas

 Hydroelectric Nuclear

 Geothermal

 Biodiesel 

 Tide and Wave Motion

Research some facts about the sources of energy that you choose.  Here are some 

questions you may wish to think about as you do your research:

• What is the original form of energy? (chemical, electromagnetic, thermal…)

• What form or forms is it changed into so it can be used?

• How does it cost compared to other energy sources?

• How plentiful is it (how much is there in the world)?  Where can it be found and used?

• What are the main advantages of the energy source?

• What are the main disadvantages of the energy source?

• Any other facts of interest to you

Write down your fi ndings in a short report.  Include any pictures that you fi nd. (Copy 

them or draw them yourself to help show what you found.)
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Activity Five
The Law of Refl ection Making a Periscope

Do you remember the LAW OF REFLECTION?

This law says that the angle of refl ection equals the angle of incidence.  This means that 

light bounces off a mirror at the same angle that the light hits it, only in the other direction. 

You can use this law to make a periscope.  With a periscope, you can look over fences or 

around corners without being seen.  A submarine has a periscope that the people inside 

can use to see above the water while the submarine is under water.

For this project, you will need:

• a long square box 

• 2 small, square mirrors

Follow these steps to make your periscope:

1. Cut a square out of the bottom of one long side of the box (as shown on the left).

 

2. Cut another square hole on the other side, at the other end.  

3. Cut slots to hold the mirrors so that one mirror is at each end (as shown on the right). 

4.  Look at the angles that the light path makes with the mirrors.  Do they agree with the 

law of refl ection? Yes, they do!

Mirror

Mirror 
 

Light Ray

Periscope

Eye
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Activity Four
Wave Motion

In this activity you will see that waves carry energy but they do not carry matter.  You will 

also measure the wavelength, frequency, amplitude, and speed of a wave on water.

You will need:

• a small object that fl oats, like a piece of wood

• a ruler

• a stop watch

Record your observations.  Here are some questions that may help you.

• How did the block move?  (This is the way the water particles moved.)

• What was the amplitude of the wave?  (It was not the total difference 

between the high and low water.)

• What was the frequency of the waves?

• What was the wavelength of the waves?

• What was the wave speed?  (To get this number, multiply the frequency 

times the wavelength.)

This is what you will do:

1. Find some fl at, still, shallow water.  A pond or a large puddle will do.

2. Place a piece of wood a few feet from the shore where you can reach it.

3. Drop a pebble into the water a few feet from the fl oating block. 

4. As the waves pass the block, watch carefully how the block moves.

5. Hold the ruler straight up and down in the water with one end resting on 

the bottom and make waves again. 

6. Read the high and low water levels on the ruler as the waves pass it.

7. Count how many waves pass the ruler in one minute.

8. Try to measure the distance between wave tops.  You may have to move 

the ruler along with the waves as you read it.
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Activity Three
Study Heat Flow

Learn about heat fl ow between a warm object and a cold object.  

For this activity you will need:

• 2 thermometers  • a soft drink can  • a pencil and paper

Follow these steps:

1.  Fill a sink with cold water from the cold water faucet.  Make the water level less 
than the height of the soft drink can.

2.  Fill a soft drink can with hot water from the hot water faucet.

3.  Use the thermometers to measure the temperatures of the water in the sink and 
the water in the can.  Write the temperatures down.

4. Put the soft drink can in the sink.

5.  Measure the temperature of the water in the sink and the water in the can every 
two minutes until they are the same temperature.

Record your observations.  Here are some questions that may help you.

• How did the temperatures change?

• Why do you think the temperatures changed the way they did?

•  Which had more thermal energy when you put the can in the sink—the water in 
the can or the water in the sink? 

• Which direction did heat fl ow?

• Which gained heat—the water in the can or the water in the sink?

• Which lost heat—the water in the can or the water in the sink?

• Was the heat gained equal to the heat lost? 
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Activity Two
Learn About the Motion of a Pendulum

When a pendulum swings back and forth, it transforms kinetic and potential energy back 
and forth. Make a simple pendulum like the one shown below.

To make your pendulum, tie a string to a weight.  Tie the other end of the string to 
something it can swing from.  Learn what can change the time it takes to make one 
complete swing.  Use a stopwatch to time one swing.  Or, you can time ten swings and 
divide that number by ten.

Now, see what can change the time it takes the pendulum to make each swing.

1.  Try changing the amount of weight on the end of the string.  Does this change the time 
of one swing?

2.  Try changing how high you lift the weight before you let it go.  Does the height change 
the time of one swing?

3.  Try changing the length of the string.  Does the length of the string change the time it 
takes for one swing?
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Activity One
How Does a Hybrid Car Work?

Hybrid cars are powered partly by gasoline and partly by electricity.  When the car is 

using energy stored in its batteries, it is saving on gasoline.  Learn how hybrid cars work by 

reading about them. You could also ask a dealer that sells hybrid cars.  Find out how hybrid 

cars are different from other cars. You can fi nd information on the Internet about hybrid 

cars.  Your teacher may be able to help you fi nd websites or books that explain how hybrid 

cars work.

Here are some questions for you to think about as you do your research:

• What kind of energy does a moving car have?

• What energy transformation happens when a normal car slows to a stop?

• What energy transformation happens when a hybrid car slows to a stop?

• What kind of energy is stored in gasoline?

• In what other form does a hybrid car store energy?

• What energy transformations happen when a hybrid car uses its stored energy?

• Any other facts of interest to you

Record your fi ndings in a one-page report.  
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Activity Six
The Octet Rule

Learn More about How Outer Electrons Form Bonds

Learn about the octet rule. Octet means a group of eight. The main idea is that eight 

outer electrons is a very stable number. Stable, for atoms, means about the same as 

inert. All the inert gases have eight outer electrons. 

Atoms that don’t have eight outer electrons can get eight by sharing electrons with 

other atoms or giving away or taking electrons. This is what happens when bonds form. 

Learn how to show these ideas with “electron dot structures.” These pictures show the 

symbol for the atom surrounded by its outer electrons. This is the electron dot structure 

of chlorine.

A chlorine molecule has two atoms of chlorine. This is the electron dot structure of a 

chlorine molecule.

See how both chlorines are now surrounded by eight electrons because they are 

sharing a pair. 

When you understand the octet rule, you can understand why molecules have certain 

fi xed numbers of each atom. It also helps to learn how to read and write chemical 

formulas. For example the chemical formula for a chlorine molecule is Cl2. The little 2 

means two atoms of chlorine in each molecule. The formula for water is H2O. So a water 

molecule has two atoms of hydrogen and one of oxygen. When you understand the 

octet rule and electron dot structures, you can understand other chemical formulas, 

like AlCl3, NH 3, and CCl4.
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Activity Five
Molecular Models

We have studied atomic models, but we have not studied molecular models. Most kinds 

of molecular models show the bonds and the atoms but not the electrons, neutrons, and 

protons.

Look for some pictures of molecular models, and think about how you would make them 

with things you can fi nd. Your school may also have kit for making molecular models. The 

most common kind of molecular model is the stick and ball model. The balls are atoms and 

the sticks are bonds. This is a stick and ball model of a water molecule..

The small balls are hydrogen atoms, 

and the large ball is an oxygen atom. 

The sticks are bonds. Notice the balls 

are different sizes. Try to fi nd a list of 

atom sizes so you know what size balls 

to use. Molecular models show the siz-

es and shapes of molecules, but they 

don’t look exactly like molecules. The 

model below looks more like a real 

molecule.

You will have to learn a little about 

chemical formulas and molecule 

shapes to make your models. Try 

to make some simple molecules, 

like oxygen, methane, ammonia, 

and methanol. Some things you 

might try for model parts are tooth-

picks for bonds and marshmallows, 

grapes, or plastic foam balls for 

atoms.
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Activity Four
Designing a Game

The Periodic Table as a Board Game

For two or more players

Use the periodic table as a board game. Get a large copy of the periodic table you 
can lay on a table top. You could also make you own periodic table on a large piece of 
paper. You will also need a pair of dice and a mover for each person.

Rules:

1. Take turns rolling the dice.

2. Move one space on the periodic table for each count of the dice. For example, if 
the fi rst person rolls a six, they put their mover on the carbon square. 

3. If you roll a double, you get a free turn.

4. If you land on an inert gas, you loose a turn. (That is, you become inert.)

5. If you land on nickel, you get to move ahead fi ve spaces to arsenic.

6. If you land on silver, you get to move ahead ten spaces to lanthanum.

7. The fi rst person to land on gold wins. But you have to land exactly on gold. If you 
don’t roll the exact number, you have to try again next turn.

You can think of it this way—for every dot on the dice you get a proton in you nucleus. You 
don’t have to worry about getting neutrons. Neutrons are free, because there is no charge 
for neutrons. (No charge…get it?)
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Activity Three
Collect samples of elements

Make a collection of as many pure elements as you can fi nd. Compounds containing 
the elements don’t count. Some of the easiest to get are listed below in order of 
atomic number.

Atomic Number Element Example

He Helium in a helium balloon
C Carbon as a lump of coal or charcoal
Mg Magnesium 
Al Aluminum
Cr Chromium
Fe Iron 
Ni Nickel
Cu Copper
Zn Zinc scraped from a galvanized nail
Ag Silver
I Iodine
W Tungsten  from a light bulb
Pt Platinum
Au Gold
Hg Mercury
Pb Lead

You might also be able to fi nd silicon (Si), sulfur (S), and calcium (Ca). 

Ask your teacher which would be poisonous or dangerous to touch.
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Activity Two
Make Models of Atoms of Elements 

Make models of several of the smaller atoms. Use whatever you can fi nd easily for the 
electrons, neutrons, and protons. You can use peas, plastic foam balls, old golf balls, fruit, or 
whatever you can get easily. You could even make models that could be eaten for lunch!

Make the neutrons and protons about the same size and different colors. Glue or fasten 
them together to form the nucleus. Use something smaller for the electrons. 

The easiest way would be to fasten the parts to a piece of cardboard. If you can hang 
them in the air, that could look be even better. Try hanging the nucleus and electrons from 
strings inside a cardboard box.
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Activity One
Writing a Short Essay

The History of the Atomic Model

Write a short report on the history of the atomic model.

Tell about the models in the order they were suggested:

1.  John Dalton’s model in 1803

2.  J. J. Thompson’s model in 1897

3.  Ernest Rutherford’s model in 1909

4.  Niels Bohr’s model in 1913

5.  Bohr’s model is a lot like the one we have been studying, but there is a newer one. It is 
the electron cloud model. It came from the work of several people around 1926.

Find out what you can about how each model showed the parts of an atom. The ways 
people showed the electrons are important. Find out what you can about the experiments 
these people did that led to their models. Tell why Thompson’s model was called the 
“plumb pudding model.”

The electron cloud model is the hardest to understand. Don’t expect to be able to tell 
everything about it. It shows the electrons as clouds of different shapes. This is because it is 
not possible to tell exactly where an electron is, not because they are really clouds.
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Activity Six
Moon Games

You have learned that some things are different on the moon than they are on 
Earth and some things are not. 

Everything weighs about one-sixth as much on the moon as it does on Earth. This 
means you can throw something six times as high. There is no air on the moon. This 
means you can throw things farther, because there is no air resistance. But you can’t 
throw them six times as far, only a little farther.

Everything has the same mass on the moon as it does on Earth. This means it is just as 
hard to stop something that is moving and just as hard to get something moving that 
is sitting still. This is because the more mass something has, the harder it is to change its 
motion.

Now, what does all this have to do with games? 

Some things about games will be different and some will be the same. Choose your 
favorite game and describe how it would be different on the moon. Be sure it is an 
active game that involves moving people and objects. Some games you might want 
to choose from are baseball, hockey, tennis, bowling, cycling, rock climbing, basketball, 
volleyball, football, or track events. There are many more. But defi nitely not hang gliding. 
Also remember there is no water on the moon.

• Tell which parts of the game would be about the same and which would be 
different. Explain why. 

• Describe any rule changes you think you would have to make. 

• Don’t worry about the space suits slowing you down. 
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Activity Five
Designing a Game

Separating Mixtures
 
This game tests your skill at thinking of ways to separate mixtures. You will need some small 
cards, all the same size.

1. On one set of cards write the names of materials that could be part of a mixture that 
could be separated with ordinary tools. These could be sand, salt, tooth picks, iron 
fi lings, small iron nails, pennies, sawdust, water, and oil. You may be able to think of 
others, but be careful not to choose any that would be too hard to separate, like salt 
and sugar.

2. On another set of cards write the names of tools that would be useful in separating 
mixtures. These could be a bucket, water, a hot plate, a screen, a magnet, and a fi lter. 

3. Divide the materials cards equally between the two players.

4. Take turns drawing from the face-down stack of tool cards. If the tool you draw 
makes it possible to completely separate one of the materials from your mixture, give 
the material card to the other player. Now it is part of his mixture, and separating it is 
his problem.

5. Play until one person has completely separated his mixture or until you have taken 
an agreed on number of turns. Then the person with the fewest materials in his or her 
mixture wins. 
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Activity Four
Designing a Game

Identify Materials From Their Properties

Design a game about materials and their properties. All you need are some small cards 
all the same size. Work in pairs.

 1. Write all these properties on cards, one on each card:
  Solid at room temperature, Liquid at room temperature, Gas at room temperature, 

Freezes at 32ºF, Boils at 212ºF, Transparent, Opaque, Translucent, hard, soft, rough, 
smooth, white, black, red, purple, blue, green, yellow, orange, brown, round, square, 
has a smell, has no smell, fl ammable, will not burn, rots, will not rot, rusts, will not rust, 
attracted to a magnet.

 2. Choose some objects and materials that could be described with some of the 
properties above (for example: a rock, a nail, oil, water, a wood block). Think of 
some more yourself. Write each object or material on another set of cards.

 3. To play the game, separate the cards into a stack of objects and materials and a 
stack of properties. 

 4. The fi rst person chooses a card from the materials stack and reads it. The person 
then looks through the properties stack to fi nd the properties that match the mate-
rial. The person turns the material card and the property card face down.

 5. The second person turns the property cards up one at a time. After each card is 
turned up the second person tries to guess the material on the material card. 

 6. When the second person guesses the material, he or she writes down the number of 
guesses it took as his or her score.

 7. The two people change places as card chooser and guesser, and the new guesser 
writes down his or her score.

 8. Each takes the same number of turns. Add up the total number guesses for each 
person. Low score wins.
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Activity Three
Make a Diorama of the Water Cycle

The WATER CYCLE is the way water moves from oceans and lakes to the air to clouds to 
rain and snow and back to the ocean. Make a diorama of the water cycle like the picture 
shown below.

You can use a mirror or piece of glass for the ocean surface. Use cotton balls for the clouds. 
Make the mountain from soil or modeling cay. Make the tops of the mountains white to 
show they have snow on top.

There are changes of state in the water cycle. Tell what the different changes of state are 
called. Tell what state the water is in before and after the change. Do this for the following 
changes:

 1. Water going out of the ocean and into the air.
 2. Water in the air forming clouds.
 3. Water in the clouds becoming snowfl akes.
 4. Water in the snow on the mountaintop changing to a form that lets it run back 

to the ocean.
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Activity Two
Make Models of the States of Matter and of Kinds of Mixtures

Make models using small balls of plastic foam or other small, round objects, like dry peas. 
Use balls that are all the same size. 

Show the difference between particles in a liquid and particles in a solid. 
 1. To show a liquid, just pour some of the balls into a glass. 
 2. To show a solid, glue some of the balls together to form a block.
 3. It would be hard to use the balls to show a gas. Describe how the balls would be 

arranged to show a gas, if the balls could be made to fl oat around in the air.
 4. Make half of the balls a different color with a marking pen. Mix the two colors of 

balls together to show how they would be arranged in a solution. This is called a 
“homogeneous mixture.”

 5. Show how particles are arranged in a mixture like salt and sand. Glue small groups 
of each colored ball together. Mix the balls together to show a mixture like salt and 
sand. This is called a “heterogeneous mixture.”
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Activity One
Writing a Short Essay

How Carbon Goes Around and Around

Write a short essay about how carbon moves from place to place in our world. 
Carbon is part of the chemical changes that move energy we get from sunlight from 
one living thing to another. Carbon is also part of the chemical changes we use to 
get energy from fuels. 

Study these chemical changes to get ready to write your essay:

 1. Plants use carbon in carbon dioxide from the air to make food. 

 2. The carbon in food molecules becomes carbon dioxide again during the chemical 
reactions in our body that give us energy.

 3. Burning wood is another chemical change that releases energy stored by plants. This 
reaction also makes carbon dioxide.

 4. Coal, oil, and natural gas are called “fossil fuels” because they are the remains of 
plants that lived millions of years ago. These plants also put energy from the sun into 
the materials we now use as fuel. Burning these fuels is another chemical change 
that puts carbon back into the air as carbon dioxide.

Explain in your essay that carbon is never lost, but circles around and around in different 
forms.

FREE!    
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a)  Chemical changes happen only in things that are alive.

b)  Physical changes happen only in things that are not alive.

c)  The way atoms are fastened together changes during a chemical
 change.

d)  Atoms and molecules are both particles.

e)  If a material changes color, it is proof that a chemical change is
 happening.

T  F

T  F

1.  Some changes are described below. Write P beside the changes that are
  physical changes. Write C beside the changes that are chemical changes.

 a) Water boils on a stove.

 b) An old penny, lost in the grass, turns green.

 c) Fireworks explode in the night sky.

 d) Frost forms on a pumpkin.

 e) An old Jack-O-lantern begins to rot.

Physical Changes vs. Chemical Changes

Circle      if the statement is TRUE or      if it is FALSE.T    F 
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Physical Changes vs. 
Chemical Changes

1. Put a check mark next to the answer that is most correct.

 a) Which is the best sign that a chemical change is happening?
   A bubbles 
   B fl ames
   C  heat
   D  sound 
 b) How many of these changes are chemical changes?
    clouds forming
    a tomato rotting
    plants making food
   A none 
   B one
   C two
   D three 
 c)  What kind of change or changes are happening when water goes over a

waterfall?
   A neither a chemical change nor a physical change 
   B a physical change only
   C a chemical change only
   D both a physical change and a chemical change

 2. Write a word in each blank to complete the sentences.

 a) Flames show a __________ change is taking place.

 b) Hydrogen and Oxygen react to form __________.

 c)  Chemical changes always change the way __________ are stuck together in

  molecules.

 d)  Adding heat causes a material to change. If removing heat causes the material to 

return to the way is was, the change was probably a __________ change. 

ReadinG PassaGeNAME: 
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Physical Changes vs. 
Chemical Changes

e learned that chemical 
changes cause new 

materials to be formed. 

What do we mean by new ? 

Earlier, we read that particles, 

called atoms, sometimes fasten 

together to form larger particles, 

called molecules. Sometimes 

atoms get rearranged and 

fastened in a new way to form 

different molecules. This is a 

chemical change. In a physical 

change, the particles are the 

same before and after the change.

When clouds begin to form in a clear, blue sky, it looks like a new material is being formed. 

This is not true. The air is full of many water molecules that we cannot see. They are the gas 

called water vapor. When they come together to form tiny drops, a cloud appears. This is a 

physical change because the water molecules did not change. They just went from the gas 

state to the liquid state.

When hydrogen gas burns, it combines with oxygen gas to form water. This is a chemical 

change because a new material is formed. Atoms in hydrogen and oxygen molecules 

come apart. Then they fasten together in a new way and form water molecules.

Another example of a chemical change is rust forming on an iron nail. First, oxygen 

molecules come apart. Then the oxygen atoms fasten onto iron atoms and form a new 

material. The new material is rust. Rust has the chemical name, iron oxide. 

These two examples are both chemical changes because atoms have been rearranged to 

form new molecules.

W
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Extensions and Applications

Physical Changes vs. 
Chemical Changes

3.  Use the words “atoms” and “molecules” to explain what happens when a 
new material is formed during a chemical change.

4.  Describe a change you could see that could be either a chemical change 
or a physical change.

5. Change In the Kitchen

Look around a kitchen for ways that materials could change or be made to 

change using the tools and appliances you see.

List three physical changes that could happen in the kitchen. Explain why 

they are physical changes and not chemical changes. For each change tell 

whether the material that changes could be returned to the way it was.

List three chemical changes that could happen in the kitchen. Explain why 

they are chemical changes and not physical changes. For each change tell 

what new material was formed. For each change tell whether the material 

that changes could be returned to the way it was.
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For this activity you will DRAW atomic models of these three atoms:
l fluorine (F)

l neon (Ne)

l sodium (Na)

Make them look like the model on page 8. Put two electrons in the first ring and no more 
than eight in the second. Make a third ring if you need it.

You do not have to draw each neutron in the nucleus. Just use numbers, and write N for 
neutrons and P for protons. For example, the nucleus of FLUORINE would look like this:

NEON has 10 neutrons, and SODIUM has 11 neutrons. Use the periodic table to find the 
number of protons and electrons.  Remember to label each atomic model with the 
correct name.

10N
9P

Atomic Models
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Comprehension Quiz
25

Comprehension Quiz

Circle      if the statement is TRUE or      if it is FALSE. T    F 
T  F

T  F

T  F

T  F

T  F

T  F

T  F

7

3

Part A

Part B
Put a check mark next to the answer that is most correct. 

 1) Where is chemical energy stored?
   A in convection currents 
   B in stretched molecules
   C  in the motion of particles
   D  in the bonds between atoms 

 2) Which is a problem with nuclear energy?
   A Nuclear waste is hard to get rid of. 
   B Nuclear fuel is quickly running out.
   C Nuclear power plants pollute the air.
   D Nuclear power is the most expensive energy source. 

 3) What does temperature measure?
   A the speed of heat transfer 
   B the amount of heat in an object
   C the total energy of all molecules 
   D average kinetic energy of particles

1) Potential energy is the energy of motion.

2) Potential energy can be used to do work.

3) A material has thermal energy because its particles are moving.

4) When thermal energy is transferred, it is called heat. 

5) Sound can travel across empty space.    

6) Visible light is a form of electromagnetic radiation.

7) Natural gas is a renewable source of energy.
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Across
 1. How much space something 

takes up
 3. How much matter is in 

something
 4. A material dissolved in a liquid
 7. Something light cannot pass 

through
 8. A particle that cannot be 

divided with everyday
tools 

 10. A new material formed when 
something combines with 
oxygen

 12. What iron does when it reacts 
with oxygen 

 15. Something that has mass and 
takes up space 

 16. The state of matter that has 
a fi xed shape and a fi xed 
volume 

 17. Some light passes through it 
and some does not

Crossword Puzzle!

Down
 2. What water is doing at 212ºC 
 3. What a solid does when you add 

heat
 5. A material that is not in the gas 

state and not in the solid state
 6. The change from gas to liquid
 9. Pure materials scrambled

together form 
 11. Either an atom or a molecule 
 13. Oxygen is one of these 
 14. It keeps you from fl oating off into 

space

1

2

3 4 5

6

7

8 9

10 11

12 13 14

15

16

17

Word List
opaque rusts solid
gas volume condensation
translucent gravity solution
liquid atom particle
oxide melt mixtures
mass boiling matterHA
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a) ✔ D

b) ✔ D

c) ✔ B

1.

2.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

T

T

F

T

T

Light travels through 
empty space but 
sound does not.

a) radio

b) visible

c) x-ray

d) microwave

1.

2.

1. x-rays

2. ultraviolet

3. visible

4. infrared

5. microwaves

6. radio waves

a) all colors

b) all colors

c) red light

The angle of 
incidence equals the 
angle of refl ection.

Approximately 2 
seconds because the 
light had to travel to 
the moon and back

Count the seconds 
between the fl ash 
and the sound and 
divide by 5. The result 
is the number of miles 
away the lightning 
struck.

3.

4.

5.

6.

1.

2.

Chemical for food, 
fuel.
Answers will vary.

a) fossil

b) elastic

c) nuclear

d) chemical

e) hydroelectric

f) solar

1.

a) ✔ B

b) ✔ C

c) ✔ C

2.

a)

b)

c)

d)

e)

F

T

T

F

F

If we use all the 
coal there will 
be no more for 
millions of years. 
Answers will vary.

3.

The sun will keep 
sending energy 
for many millions 
of years. Answers 
will vary.

4.

a) 
Renewable: 
hydroelectric, 
solar, wind, wood 
Non-renewable: 
coal, oil, natural 
gas, nuclear

b) 
Answers will vary

c) 
Answers will vary

5.

a) potential energy  

b) nuclear   

c) photosynthesis   

d) fossil fuels   

e)  nonrenewable 
    (accept reversal
   of d) and e))
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Light Energy
Answer the questions in complete sentences.

3.  

          a) Which colors are   reflected   by a white shirt?

4. What is the   law of reflection?

5.  It takes approximately   1 second   for light to travel from the moon to Earth.  
Suppose there was a large mirror on the moon. Now, a bright light flashes on 
Earth. How long would it take for you to see the light reflected by the mirror? 
Explain how you got your answer.

_______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

6.  Sound travels one mile in 5 seconds.  Light travels much, much faster.  When 
there is a lightning strike, we see the flash and then hear the thunder later.  
Explain how you could tell how far away you were from a lightning strike.

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

 _______________________________________________________________________________________

Extension & Application

b) Which colors are absorbed by a black shirt?

c) Which colors are reflected by a red shirt?

EASY MARKING ANSWER KEY


